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Abstract
In this paper we present a formal language to specify
cognitive systems. In addition to the usual characteristics of these formalisms, our language features the possibility of including stochastic time. This kind of time
is useful to represent systems where the delays are not
controlled by fix amounts of time, but they are given by
a probability distribution function.

1. Introduction
Cognitive informatics [27] is a relatively new field of
knowledge. In fact, we are still in a period where new
mechanisms are being introduced in the field. These
include implementation and representation languages,
theoretical models, algorithms, etc. However, not all
the advances in cognitive informatics are due to completely novel techniques. In fact, we may (and should!)
take advantage of other more mature fields. For example, this is the case of the development of frameworks
for the formal specification of cognitive systems. Even
though these systems have some inherent characteristics, we may use several decades of study on formal
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methods to improve and expand the field. The introduction of RTPA [28, 29] represents a very adequate step
in this direction. By conveniently putting together the
ideas underlying the definition of classical process algebras, RTPA is a new mathematical framework to represent cognitive processes and systems.
In order to understand why we consider stochastic time, it is worth to briefly review the main milestones in the development of process algebras (see [3]
for a good overview of the current research topics in the
field and [15, 18, 2] for the presentation of the classical
formalisms). Process algebras are very suitable to formally specify systems where concurrency is an essential key. This is so because they allow to model these
systems in a compositional manner. The first work was
very significant, mainly to shed light on concepts and to
open research methodologies. However, due to the abstraction of the complicated features, models were still
far from real systems. Therefore, some of the solutions
were not specific enough, for instance, those related to
real time systems. Thus, researchers in process algebras have tried to bridge the gap between formal models described by process algebras and real systems. In
particular, features which were abstracted before have
been introduced in the models. Thus, they allow the design of systems where not only functional requirements
but also performance ones are included. The most significant of these additions are related to notions such
as time (e.g. [26, 19, 30, 10, 1]) and probabilities (e.g.

[11, 22, 21, 8, 7, 20]). An attempt to integrate time and
probabilistic information has been given by introducing
stochastic process algebras (e.g. [12, 14, 4, 24, 16]).
The idea underlying the definition of stochastic time
is that the actual amount of time is given by taking
into account different probabilities. Thus, we will be
able to specify not only fix delays (e.g. the process will
last milliseconds) but delays that can vary according to a probability distribution function. For example,
we may specify a process finishing before  millisecond with probability  , finishing before milliseconds
with probability  , finishing before  milliseconds with
probability  , and so on.
Most stochastic process algebras work exclusively
with exponential distributions (some exceptions are [5,
9, 13, 6, 17]). The problem is that the combination of
parallel/concurrency composition operators and general
distributions strongly complicates the definition of semantic models. That is why stochastic process algebras
are usually based on (semi)-Markov chains. However,
this assumption decreases the expressiveness of the language, because it does not allow to properly express
some behaviors where timed distributions are not exponential.
In this paper we build, on the one hand, on our work
on stochastic and probabilistic process algebras (see for
example [22, 7, 20, 17]) and, on the other hand, on
the process algebra RTPA [28, 29] to introduce a new
stochastic process algebra to formally represent cognitive processes containing stochastic information. We
call this language STOPA. The main improvement of
our framework with respect to RTPA is that we may
specify timed information given by stochastic delays.
Nevertheless, let us remark that deterministic delays (as
presented in timed process algebras) can be specified by
using Dirac distributions. As we will see in the following sections, the inclusion of stochastic time introduces
some additional complexity in the definition of the operational semantics of the language.

2. The language 
In this section we present our language and its operational semantics. The semantic model is strongly based
on [28]. Our modifications are given mainly in the presentation of the operational semantics for process relations and the introduction of the stochastic time.
A process can be defined as a single meta-process
or as a complex process based on meta-processes using process relations. Thus,  is described by using the following structure:

 ::=

Meta-processes
 Primary types
 Abstract data types
 Process relations
 System architectures
 Specification refinement sequences

The syntax and operational semantics of the metaprocesses are given in Tables 1 and 2. The definition
of the primary data types are the meta-types defined from  to  in Table 3. The abstract data
types are described in Table 4. The interested reader
may find in [28] a detailed explanation of all the definitions appearing in Tables 1-4 as weel as the definitions of system architectures and specification refinement sequences. In Section 3 we will describe the
syntax and operational semantics of the process relations.
As we have already commented in the introduction
of this paper, our aim is to add stochastic information
in the framework of . For that reason we have included random variables in the syntax of the process
relations, that is, a process can be delayed according
to a random variable. We will suppose that the sample
space (that is, the domain of random variables) is the set
of real numbers IR and that random variables take only
positive values, that is, given a random variable  we
have P     for any   . The reason for this restriction is that random variables are always associated
with time distributions.
Definition 1 Let  be a random variable. We define its
probability distribution function, denoted by  , as the
function   IR    such that    P 
, where P   is the probability that  assumes
values less than or equal to .


The following probability distribution functions will be
used in the rest of the paper.
Uniform Distributions. Let    IR such that 
. A random variable  follows a uniform distribution in
the interval   , denoted by  , if its associated
probability distribution function is:



 






 
 

















These distributions allow us to keep compatibility with
time intervals in timed process algebras in the sense that
the same weight is assigned to all the times in the interval.
Discrete Distributions. Let        be
a set of pairs such that for any   we have that

   , for any     , if   then     ,
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Table 1: Meta-processes (1/2).

No.
1.11

Meta-process
Memory
release

Syntax
ReleaseObject("+,- .  )

Operational Semantics
delete "+,- . // System.Garbage Collection( ) 1
"+,- .  null 1
S "+,- . #0

  

1.12

Increase

 



if   MaxValue
then   )    
else 40!"! # 
where         
MaxValue = min run-time defined upper
bound, nature upper bound of   

1.13

Decrease

 



if    
then       
else 40!"! # 
where         

1.14

Exception
detection

  

 3- 5 1
  Mem(3- 5 

1.15

Skip



Exit a current control structure, such as loop,
branch, or switch

1.16

Stop



System stop
Table 2: Meta-processes (2/2).



and
  . A random variable  follows a discrete
distribution with respect to  , denoted by   , if its
associated probability distribution function is:


 














 

Let us note that  and  represent multisets. Discrete
distributions are important because they allow us to express passive actions, that is, actions that are willing,
from a certain point of time, to be executed with probability 1.
!  IR. A ranExponential Distributions. Let 
dom variable  follows an exponential distribution with
parameter !, denoted by " ! or simply !, if its associated probability distribution function is:


 

 













Poisson Distributions. Let 
!  IR. A random
variable  follows a Poisson distribution with parameter !, denoted by !, if it takes positives values only
in IN and its associated probability distribution function
is:
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During the rest of the paper, mainly in the examples and
when no confusion arises, we will identify random variables with their probability distribution functions.
Example 1 Let us consider the process  '1 . This
process will behave as
in less than 1 milliseconds
with probability 0, in a time less than or equal to  milliseconds, with   ', with probability   , and it
will behave as in less than 3 milliseconds with prob

ability 1.
Regarding communication actions, they can be divided into input and output actions. Next, we define our
alphabet of actions.
Definition 2 We consider a set of communication actions       , where we assume
     . We suppose that there exists a bijection #      . For any input action 6   , # 6 is denoted by the output
action     . If there exists a message transmission between 6 and  we say that  is the channel of the communication (  $    to range over
 ).
We also consider a special action %   that represents internal behavior of the processes. We denote by
  the set   % (& ' (     to range over   ).

Besides, We consider a denumerable set  ) of process identifiers. In addition, we denote by  the set of


random variables (    *    to range over  ).

The branch and switch process relations are denoted by

3. Process Relations

and

In this section, we define the syntax and operational
semantics of our process algebra to describe process relations. Operational semantics is probably the simplest
and more intuitive way to give semantics to any process
language. In this part of the description of the language,
operational behaviors will be defined by means of transitions   that each process can execute. These
are obtained in a structured way by applying a set of inference rules [25]. The intuitive meaning of a transition
as   is that the process may perform the action + and, after this action is performed, then it behaves
as  . Let us note that labels appearing in these operational transitions have the following types: 6   ,
    ,  
 , &    % , +      ,
and    .
The set of process relations, as well as their operational semantics, is given in Table 5. Next, we intuitively describe each of the operators.
The external, internal, and stochastic choice process relations are used to describe the choice among different actions. They are respectively denoted by
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where    and    . The inference rules
describing the behavior of these process relations are
(CHO1), (CHO2), and (CHO3).
The process
 1
 will perform one of the actions  and after that it behaves as  . The term Æ % 1 
represents the internal choice among the processes  .
Once the choice is made, by performing an internal action % , the process behaves as the chosen process. Finally, the process   1  will be delayed by   a certain amount of time  with probability  P   
and after that it will behave as  (see Example 1).
Sequence is a process relation in which two processes are consequently performed. This relation is denoted by:
1,







The rules (SEQ1), (SEQ2), (SEQ3), and (SEQ4) describe the behavior of these process relations. Intuitively,
is initially performed. Once
finishes, ,
starts its performance.
If the process can perform an action then 1 ,
will perform it. If the process finishes then the prowill finish its
cess 1 , will behave as ,. A process

execution if it performs the action (see rule (SEQ4)).

6375   1

 6375    1 ,

 63/8   1



The behavior of the first operator is described in the rule
(BRA). If the boolean expression expBL evaluates to
true then is performed; otherwise, , is performed.
In the second operator, if the value of the numerical expression expBL is equal to then the process  is performed (see rule (SWI)).
The FOR-DO, REPEAT, and WHILE-DO process
relations are denoted, respectively, by:


























and their operational semantics are given in the rules
(FOR), (REP), (WHI1) and (WHI2).
The FOR-DO process relation may be used to describe the performance of a certain process a fix amount
of times . Thus,  behaves as and after that as
 .
The REPEAT process relation executes a process
at least once. It continues its execution until a certain expression takes the value true. Thus, the
term    behaves as , and after that, as a
WHILE-DO process relation.
The WHILE-DO process relation     behaves as if the boolean expression is true, and after
that behaves again as     . If the boolean expression is false then the process finishes its performance.
Recursion is a process relation in which the definition of a process may contain a call to itself. We will use
a notation slightly different to that in RTPA
-



where -   ), that is, a process identifier. The rule
(REC1) applies to external and internal actions while
(REC2) applies to stochastic actions. Let us also remark
represents the substitution of all the
that -.- 
free occurrences of - in by -  .
The parallel, concurrence, and interleaving process relations are denoted, respectively, by:

 ,

,

 ,

Parallel is a process relation in which two processes
are executed simultaneously, synchronized by a common system clock. The parallel process relation is designed to model behaviors of a multi-processor singleclock system. The parameter $ indicates the time of

No.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

Meta-type
Natural number
Integer
Real
String
Boolean
Byte
Hexadecimal
Pointer
Time

2.10

Date

2.11

Date/Time

2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15

Run-time determinable type
System architectural type
Event
Status
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Table 3: Meta-types.

No.
3.1
3.2

ADT
Stack
Record

Syntax
Stack:ST
Record:ST

Designed behaviors
Stack. (Create, Push, Pop, Clear, EmptyTest, FullTest, Release)
Record. (Create, fieldUpdate, Update, FieldRetrieve, Retrieve,
Release)

3.3

Array

Array:ST

Array. (Create, Enqueue, Serve, Clear, EmptyTest, FullTest,
Release)

3.4

Queue
(FIFO)

Queue:ST

Queue.(Create, Enqueue, Serve, Clear, EmptyTest, FullTest,
Release)

3.5

Sequence

Sequence:ST

3.6

List

List:ST

Sequence.(Create, Retrieve, Append, Clear, EmptyTest,
FullTest, Release)
List. (Create, FindNext, FindPrior, Findith, FindKey, Retrieve,
Update, InsetAfter, InsertBefore, Delete, CurrentPos, FullTest,
EmptyTest,SizeTest,Clear,Release)

3.7

Set

Set:ST

Set. (Create, Assign, In, Intersection, Union, Difference, Equal,
Subset, Release)

3.8

File
(Sequential)
File
(Random)
Binary
Tree

SeqFile:ST

SeqFile. (Create, Reset, Read, Append, Clear, EndTest, Release)

RandFile:ST

RandFile. (Create, Reset, Read, Write, Clear, EndTest, Release)

BTree:ST

BTree. (Create, TRaverse, Insert, DeleteSub, Update,
Retrieve, Find, Characteristics, EmptyTest, Clear, Release)

3.9
3.10

Table 4: Abstract data types.
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Table 5: Operational semantics of the process relations.









the system clock. It will vary as time passes. If one of
the processes of the parallel composition can perform
a non-stochastic action then the composition will perform it (see rules (PAR1) and (PAR2)). We suppose that
there is an operation on the set of actions  such
that     is a monoid and % is its identity element.
Thus, by rule (PAR3), if we have the parallel composition of and ,, may perform , , may perform ,
and    % then they will evolve together. Let us suppose that
can perform a stochastic action, and neither external nor internal actions can be performed by
the composition. Then   , will perform the temporal action and , will evolve into -$1 *, being *
the actual time consumed by the stochastic action. That
is, *  $  $, where $ is the system time in the moment that the performance of  started and $  is the system time after the execution of  .
The definition of the function -$  * is
given in Table 6. In that table we have included, for
the sake of completeness, all the cases of the function. However, the most relevant part of this definition is the one concerning choice process relations. In this case,

-$
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if
if
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if



where  is the random variable whose probability distribution function is given as a conditional probability.
We have that P     P   *)   , that
is, the probability of the random variable   to finish before  units of time have passed is equal to the probability of the original random variable  , to be less than

 . Let us reor equal to  , provided that * )  
mark that the modification of the process of the parallel composition that does not perform the stochastic action is needed. This is so because, in this case, we have
a multi processor single-clock system, so the time consumed by the stochastic action has to be taken into account in both sides of the parallel composition.

  1
Example 2 Let   1
that we have transitions of the form
½
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1
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¼

¾
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Concurrence is a process relation in which two processes are simultaneously and asynchronously executed, according to separate system clocks. This process relation is designed to model behaviors of a
multi-processor multi-clock system. The rules (CON1)
and (CON2) indicate that if one of the processes of
the composition can perform an action then the composition will asynchronously perform it. However,
if one of the processes of the composition can perform an input action and the other can perform the
corresponding output action then there is a communication and the process relation will perform it (see
rules (CON3) and (CON4)). Since we have in this case
a multi-clock system, if one of the processes can perform a stochastic action then the composition will
perform it without modifying the other part of the composition (see rules (CON5) and (CON6)).
Interleaving is a process relation in which two processes are simultaneously executed while maintaining
by a common system clock. The interleaving process
relation is designed to model behaviors of a singleprocessor single-clock system. If one of the processes
can perform a non-stochastic action then the composition will perform it (see rules (INT1) and (INT2)). Regarding stochastic actions, see rules (INT3) and (INT4),
we consider that a stochastic action , once it has started,
cannot be interrupted. Besides, if one of the processes
performs a stochastic action then the other component
is not modified. In fact, as we suppose a single processor single-clock system, the other side of the composition is not active, so no time has passed for it.
Pipeline is a process relation in which two processes
are interconnected to each other. The second process
takes the inputs from the outputs of the first one. This
process relation is denoted by:
 ,

Let us suppose



The passage of time would not be reflected in the right
hand side of the parallel composition. Nevertheless, the
random variable associated with the action  cannot be
 because some time has passed. That is why we generate the transition

where -$ 1   $  $   1  and  is the random variable with probability distribution function defined as:

¼ -$ 1

  $,

  $

Thus, if can perform an action then  , will perform it (see rules (PIPE1) and (PIPE3)). Once the pro
cess is finished, that is, can perform the action ,
 , behaves as , (see rule (PIPE2)).
Time-driven dispatch is a process relation in which
the -th process is triggered by a predefined system time

 . It is denoted as follows:
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Table 6: Definition of function -$
According to the rule (TDD), the process  is performed when the value of the system time is equal to

 .
Event-driven dispatch is a process relation in which
the -th process is triggered by a system event   . It
is denoted as follows:
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When the event occurred is   , then the process  is
performed, rule (EDD).
Interrupt is a process relation in which a process
is temporarily held by another with higher priority. The
term describing that the process is interrupted by the
process , when the event   is captured at interrupt

will be represented by
point
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If the event  is captured (rule (INTER1)), the process


   ,   will behave as ,, and after
that the process will continue its execution behaving as
. If the event   is not captured and can perform
an action (rules (INTER2) and (INTER3)), the process


   ,   will also perform it.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the algebraic formalism STOPA. The main new feature of our language
with respect to previous work is the ability to represent
stochastic time, that is, to consider that time is not given
by a fix amount but that it depends on a certain probability distribution function. In order to show the usefulness
of our formalism, we have formally describe the memorization processes. Unfortunatelly, due to space limitations, we could not include this system in this paper. The
formal description can be found in the extended version
of the paper.
We contemplate two lines for future work. First, we
have to perform a more thorough study of the semantic framework. In particular, it would be very adequate
to define bisimulations semantics to allow the comparison of different representations of a cognitive process.
Besides, we plan to study in a detailed way other cognitive processes and systems, so that we can better test the
capabilities of STOPA. Actually, we have started to give
a formal description of the algorithms and systems presented in [23].
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